**DOOR LOCK INSTALLATION**

1. **REMOVE LOCK ASSEMBLY FROM BAG, THEN REMOVE SCREW, CAM AND NUT FROM LOCK.**

   - **NUT**
   - **SCREW**
   - **CAM**

2. **MAKE SURE LOCK HOUSING (NOTE LOCK PIN LOCATION) AND HANDLE ARE ORIENTED AS SHOWN, THEN SLIP LOCK ASSEMBLY INTO DOOR HOLE.**

3. **INSTALL NUT ON LOCK HOUSING**

4. **ORIENT CAM TO THIS POSITION, WITH BEND TOWARDS THE LOCK, AND SECURE ON LOCK WITH SCREW.**

**HANDLE LOCK INSTALLATION**

**FLUSH LOCK INSTALLATION**

1. **REMOVE LOCK ASSEMBLY FROM BAG, THEN REMOVE C-CLIP FROM LOCK AND REMOVE CAM.**

   - **DOOR EDGE**
   - **LOCKED**
   - **UNLOCKED**

   **NOTE CAM BEND AWAY FROM LOCK**

   **REFERENCE VIEW, CAM ORIENTATION AFTER INSTALLATION**

2. **INSERT KEY, ROTATE HOUSING TO LEFT-HAND LIMIT, ORIENT KEY PARALLEL TO TOP OR BOTTOM DOOR EDGE, THEN SLIP LOCK ASSEMBLY INTO DOOR HOLE.**

3. **INSTALL NUT ON LOCK HOUSING**

4. **ORIENT CAM TO THIS POSITION, WITH BEND TOWARDS THE LOCK, AND SECURE ON LOCK WITH C-CLIP.**

   **AXIS OF KEY SLOT**

   **PARALLEL**

**REFERENCE VIEW, CAM ORIENTATION AFTER INSTALLATION**
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